The Jones Library, Inc.
Board of Trustees

Monday, February 22, 2021
6:30-8:30pm; ZOOM

ADVISORY TO THE PUBLIC: The Library System is closed to the public; this special Library Trustee
meeting will occur virtually via ZOOM and will be streamed live here:
When: Feb 22, 2021 06:30 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Topic: Town Council
Please click the link below to join the webinar:
https://amherstma.zoom.us/j/82149865980
Or iPhone one-tap :
US: +13017158592,,82149865980# or +13126266799,,82149865980#
Or Telephone:
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location):
US: +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 646 876 9923 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 346 248
7799 or +1 408 638 0968 or +1 669 900 6833
Webinar ID: 821 4986 5980
International numbers available: https://amherstma.zoom.us/u/kbHxqq184B

1. Call to Order
2. Financial Information Regarding the Proposed Library Expansion Project *
3. Adjournment

* Indicates Handout(s) Will be Made Available.
RED Indicates Vote Required.
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Town Council Presentation
Jones Library Expansion & Renovation Project
Monday, February 22, 2021; 6:30pm; via Zoom
I.

Finances
A. Introduction – Austin Sarat
B. Capital Campaign – Kent Faerber, Chair, Capital Campaign Committee
1. CPA Grant
2. Foundations & Financial Institutions
3. Other Government Grants
4. Historic Tax Credits
5. Community Campaign
C. Historic Tax Credits – Doug Kelleher, Principal, Epsilon Associates
D. Endowment - Bob Pam, Treasurer, Board of Trustees
1. As a Fundraising Bridge
2. Use for Operating Budget
E. Town Financing Plan – Sean Mangano, Amherst Finance Director

II.

The Project’s Story
A. Introduction – Austin Sarat, President, Library Board of Trustees
B. Timeline – Sharon Sharry, Library Director
1. Space Planning Efforts
2. “The Most Dysfunctional Library in the State!”
3. Town Meeting Votes [2014 (Planning & Design) & 2016 (Construction)]
C. Adverse Effects on Staffing – Matt Berube, Head of Information Services
1. Safety & Accessibility
2. Programs & Services
3. Flow & Efficiency

III.

Addition & Renovation Project
A. Schematics – Tony Hsiao, Finegold Alexander Architects
1. Site Plan, Floor Plans, Universal Access, & Furnishings
2. Interim Location, Debris Removal, Timelines & Costs
3. Previous Projects, Historic Preservation, & Pandemic Design
B. Sustainability – Alex Lefebvre, Library Board of Trustees
1. ECMs, CLT, Whole Building Life Cycle Analysis, & EUI
2. Rebates, Grants, & Fundraising
C. Future Operations – Sharon Sharry
1. Utilities
2. Staffing & Automated Materials Handling System

IV.

Repair Options 1 & 2
A. Repair Options #1 & #2 – Aelan Tierney, Kuhn Riddle Architects
1. Background
2. What’s Included (Limited Accessibility, Limited Furnishings)
3. What’s Not Included (Sustainability, Furnishings)
i.
Neither Renovates nor Rearranges
ii.
Only Satisfies State and Federal Accessibility Laws
4. Interim Location, Debris Removal, Timelines, & Costs

V.

Conclusion – Alex Lefebvre
A. Sustainability Goals, Town & Library
B. Social and Economic Justice Goals, Town & Library

VI.

Q&A
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I.

Preface
The examination of the deficiencies of the Jones Library building began in 2011. The staff and Library Trustees
identified two pressing issues that prevent the Library from fulfilling its mission: making necessary repairs to the
building and its systems, and addressing the constraints of the current building design and space limitations that
create safety issues and lack of accessibility for all of our patrons. To determine how best to address these
needs, in 2014 the Trustees sought and received a $50,000 Planning and Design Grant from the Massachusetts
Board of Library Commissioners (Town Meeting approved and matched $25,000 for the study). This Grant
allowed the Library to develop a Building Program that would reflect the unique needs of our community for at
least the next 20 years. In 2017 the Trustees applied for, with Town Meeting approval, and were provisionally
awarded a Construction Grant from the MBLC for a $35.6M Expansion & Renovation Project using the Building
Program created through the Planning and Design process.
The proposed Jones Library Expansion & Renovation project will result in a building that is uniquely well-suited to
meet the current and future needs and aspirations of the residents and visitors to Amherst. The fact that this can
be achieved at a cost that is comparable to that of simply repairing the present building and upgrading its
systems is extraordinary. The fact that by doing so, Amherst can reduce its carbon footprint and contribute to
the local, national, and worldwide efforts to stem climate change is also extraordinary. The fact that the
expanded and renovated Jones will enhance the appeal of downtown and its economic strength – all of these are
powerful arguments for this project.

II.

Description of the Two Options
A. Please provide the links to the documents that best describe the following:
1. MBLC Funded Expansion & Renovation ($35,623,103 is the original project cost from the Grant
application. An additional $656,576 in sustainability features have been added since the original Grant
application)
a. Jones Library MA Public Library Construction Program Grant Application, Board of Library Trustees,
January 26, 2017: https://www.joneslibrary.org/constructiongrantapplication
b. Jones Library Schematic Designs, including sustainability features, Finegold Alexander Architects,
October 8, 2020: https://www.joneslibrary.org/schematicsustainabilitystudy
c. Schematic Design Cost Report, Fennessy Consulting Services, September 19, 2016:
https://www.joneslibrary.org/schematicdesigncostreport2016
d. Schematic Design Cost Report, Fennessy Consulting Services, June 15, 2020:
https://www.joneslibrary.org/schematicdesigncostreport2020
2. Repair – Option 1 (3 Phases; $16,818,250)
Kuhn Riddle Architects Accessibility Review and Recommendations, June 10, 2020:
https://www.joneslibrary.org/accessibilityreview (PAGE 31)
3. Repair – Option 2 (2 Phases; $14,377,816)
Kuhn Riddle Architects Accessibility Review and Recommendations, June 10, 2020:
https://www.joneslibrary.org/accessibilityreview (PAGE 32)

III.

Comparison of Costs (e.g., please consider presenting the answers in table format)
In the time that has passed since the last presentation to Town Council, the Trustees, working with the Owner’s
Project Manager, updated the total project costs for the Expansion & Renovation to incorporate the updated
sustainable design, energy conservation measures, and the change of a potential construction start date from
2019 to 2022. The updated figures are below:
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Comparison
of Costs

1

Estimated
total cost if
a. construction
begins in 2021
*

Estimated
total cost if
b. construction
begins in
3/2022

c.

Estimated
total cost if
construction
begins in
3/2023

Estimated
total cost if
d. construction
begins in
3/2024

2

Will the
resulting
structure see
a.
improved
energy
efficiency?

Expansion &
Renovation
Design Development is
a 6 month – 1 year
process. Approval to
proceed with the
project in early 2021 by
Town Council would
result in a construction
start date in 2022.

$36,279,700

$37,952,000

Repair:
Option 1
(3 phases)

$16,818,250

$16,884,236

$17,499,605

Repair:
Option 2
(2 phases)

Comments

$13,984,017

Repair: Option 1 Comments:
Three-phased project with work done in
2021, 2024, and 2026
Repair: Option 2 Comments:
Two-phased project with work done in
2022 and 2024. This number reflects
removal of one year of escalation to
move the Phase 1 start date from 2022
to 2021.

$14,377,816

Expansion & Renovation Comments:
$35,623,124 plus
$290,650 Energy Conservation Measures
$365,926 Cross-Laminated Timber
Repair: Option 1 Comments:
This number reflects the addition of one
year of escalation to move Phase 1 from
2021 to 2022. It assumes 2nd and 3rd
Phases remain in 2024 and 2026.
Repair: Option 2 Comments:
Two-phased project with work done in
2022 and 2024.

$14,926,928

$39,234,800

Yes

Expansion & Renovation Comments:
This number reflects one year of
escalation.
Repair: Option 1 Comments:
This number reflects the addition of two
years of escalation to move Phase 1
from 2021 to 2023. It assumes 2nd and
3rd Phases remain in 2024 and 2026.
Repair: Option 2 Comments:
This number reflects the addition of one
year of escalation to move the Phase 1
start date from 2022 to 2023. It
assumes the 2nd Phase remains in 2024.
Expansion & Renovation Comments:
This number reflects two years of
escalation.
This additional estimate was added to
demonstrate approval by Town Council
to proceed with the project in 2023 that
would result in construction beginning in
2024.

No:
Phases 1 & 2
Yes (limited):
Phase 3
(2026)

Yes (limited)
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Will the
resulting
b. structure use
renewable
resources?
Will the
resulting
c. structure be
Net ZeroReady?
Does the
project
include Energy
Conservation
d. Measures
recommended
by
Sustainability
Committee?
Will the
project use
Low
e.
Embodied
Carbon
Materials?

f.

3

Was the
project
reviewed
under a
Whole
Building Life
Cycle
Analysis?

What level of
energy
efficiency do
you expect to
achieve
annually once
the project is
completed?

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

29.12 kBtu
per s.f. per year

No

No

No

Improved but
exact figure
unknown
without the
commission of
a separate
study

No

Expansion & Renovation Comments:
This project includes Lighting Controls;
HVAC Occupancy Controls; HVAC
Demand Ventilation Controls; Plug Load
Controls; & On-site Photovoltaics

No

Expansion & Renovation Comments:
A heavy timber system using crosslaminated timbers (CLT) will be used on
the upper floors, reducing carbon impact
of construction by 70% over the original
steel framed design.

No

Expansion & Renovation Comments:
Project Engineers analyzed the carbon
impact of all stages of construction,
including demolition and operation, and
compared it to the carbon emissions of
operating the existing building to
confirm the Expansion & Renovation
project is the most sustainable option.

Improved but
exact figure
unknown
without the
commission of
a separate
study

Repair: Options 1 & 2 Comments:
The current Energy Use Intensity (EUI) of
the existing Jones Library building is 73.2
kBtu/sf/year. The Repair Options
contemplate refurbishment of systems
and replacement only of antiquated
systems. Work does not contemplate
reconfiguration of duct work and pipes
that broaden efficiency, nor were any
energy code reviews conducted.
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Does the cost
estimate
include
updated costs
4
of demolition
and removal
of building
debris?
Does the cost
estimate
include rental
and
5 a. temporary
housing of
Jones books
and other
materials?
How long will
the project
b. require
temporary
space?
Does the cost
estimate
include
making the
library fully
ADA
accessible,
6
including all
the disability
related
changes that
were detailed
in the KuhnRiddle study?

7

Does the cost
estimate
include
provision for
new furniture,
carpets,
stacks, and
other
furnishings?

Yes

Yes

72 weeks

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

82 weeks

No Phases 1 & 2;
Yes Phase 3
(2026)

Yes (limited)

Yes

.

Yes

Repair: Options 1 & 2 Comments:
The costs included in the Expansion &
Renovation project were used to
estimate the costs for Repair Options 1
and 2.

52 weeks

Repair: Option 1 Comments:
Phase 1, 30 weeks; Phase 2, 52 weeks
Repair: Option 2 Comments:
Only Phase 1 closure is included; Phase 2
does not require closure.

Yes

Expansion & Renovation Comments:
This project will include accessible and
universal design standards.
Repair: Options 1 & 2 Comments:
Repair Options focused on
Massachusetts Architectural Access
Board (521 CMR MAAB) and those
specifically required by the Americans
with Disability Act (ADA).

Yes (limited)

Repair: Options 1 & 2 Comments:
Repair Option estimates are limited to
only 12 accessible computer stations,
new staff kitchen cabinets, sink, &
refrigerator, & new carpeting.
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8

Does the cost
estimate
include
additional
costs to the
Town that
may be
incurred
during
construction
such as for
parking, street
closure, etc.?

Yes

Yes

Yes

While these specific items are not called
out in the cost estimate, estimators
include that type of work in “general
conditions” or “general requirements.”
There are many different items in these
categories, and each contractor puts
slightly different things in these
categories, but costs such as parking and
hiring police for traffic control during
deliveries are a part of these categories.
In this early estimating exercise, it is just
a percentage of the total construction
cost. When a project goes out to bid,
contractors will more specifically outline
these costs in their bid.

* Footnotes:
For the purpose of this calculation, please use the total estimated cost inflated as appropriate including planned
sustainability adjustments.
The library grant application estimated that the total costs would be $35.6 Million assuming construction took
place in 2019. The grant application indicated an assumption of 4% escalation in costs per year from the original
2017 estimate. Since the initial application, Jones has conducted further study to estimate the costs of investment
in sustainability infrastructure to reduce the energy consumption. The Finegold Alexander August 2020 report
provides estimates of the costs for a more efficient, “greener” building depending on choices made in the
construction.

IV.

Comparison of Financing and Cost to Taxpayers of the Proposed Library Expansion & Renovation
Project to the Two Options for the Potential Repair of the Library
A. The Jones Library Trustees anticipate that the MLBC will award a grant of $13.9 Million. In the January 16,
2019 presentation to the Town Council, the Library Director outlined the following sources expected to fund
the total costs of the project assuming a total cost of $35.6 Million:
 $13.9 Million MBLC grant
 $15.9 Million from Town Taxpayers
 $ 2.9 Million from Fund Raising
 $ 3.1 Million from Historic Tax Credits
B. Similarly, the Jones Library Trustees, during the July 13, 2020 presentation of the Accessibility and Repair
Report, provided two Repair options with the following estimated costs:
 Option I: $16.8+ Million (3 Phases)
 Option 2: $14.4+ Million (2 Phases)
As previously stated, in the time that has passed since the last presentation to Town Council, the Trustees,
working with the Owner’s Project Manager, updated the total project costs for the Expansion & Renovation to
incorporate the updated sustainable design, energy conservation measures, and the change of a potential
construction start date from 2019 to 2022. The updated figures are below:
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Estimated
Total Cost

MBLC Grant

Library Trustee
Commitment

Estimated
Cost to Town

Expansion & Renovation

$36,279,700

$13,871,314

$6,656,576

$15,751,810

Repair Option 1

$16,818,250

NA

NA

$16,818,250

Repair Option 2

$14,377,816

NA

NA

$14,377,816

V.

Questions:
A. Please provide an estimated monthly cash flow for the Expansion & Renovation and both Repair Options
based upon the various sources of revenue and expenditures. This would include expectation of the Grant
pay out and the amount that would need to be financed by the Town.
Please see Appendix for cash flow projections provided by the Amherst Finance Director.
B. Fundraising from Donors: You anticipate raising $2.9 Million for the Expansion & Renovation.
1. Do you anticipate you will have the $2.9 Million in funds raised before the Council has to vote on
whether to accept the Grant or not? If not, when you do you expect to have the amount raised, and
what is the plan for turning the funds raised over to the Town? Do you have any major donations
pending prior to the Town Council decision?
In 2016, the Board of Trustees commissioned Financial Development Agency, Inc. to conduct a Capital
Campaign Readiness Assessment Study. The initial fundraising/grant commitment of the Board of
Trustees was based upon this study along with the continued work of its Development Committee. After
entering a Memorandum of Understanding with the Friends of the Jones Library System and the
completion of the Sustainability Study, the Trustees adjusted expectations of potential sources of funding
for our commitment to this project.
In addition, the Board felt it was imperative that we pursue a Net Zero-Ready/sustainable building and
the additional estimated costs for the Energy Conservation Measures and Cross Laminated Timber
structure recommended by our Sustainability Committee. Both made environmental and long-term
operational sense. The Trustees further believe that these sustainability measures will enhance our
fundraising ability and broaden the possible donor/grant pool.
Fundraising of this kind is not an off-the-shelf selection of ready-made offerings; results of solicitations
are somewhat (but not altogether) uncertain, prospects change, and any such predictions also serve as
goals for those conducting the fundraising.
Construction grants from the MBLC are released in five equal yearly payments with milestones to be met
for each. Likewise, the Trustees plan on aggressively raising funds throughout the five-year process.
Once the project has been authorized by Town Council, Design Development can create a ﬁnal design.
Town approval of the project and the ﬁnal design is critical to successfully approaching foundations,
banks, and granting agencies, as well as individual donors.
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Despite the early stages of the project and the diﬃculty of seeking donations and pledges during a
pandemic for a project not yet approved by Town Council, the Friends of the Jones have successfully
secured to date $2,021,871 in grants and pledges (i.e., 30% of the Trustees’ commitment). These early
signs of commitment are important and the Trustees and the Friends remain conﬁdent that the
commitment articulated below can be fulﬁlled by fundraising. We also believe the surplus built into our
goal provides both a cushion for each component, and a source of expenditures for the campaign.
Current planning suggests the following as a publicized set of GOALS for realizing that $6,656,576
commitment:
Source
CPA Grant

Projected Amount
$1,000,000

Notes
Awarded, subject to Town Council authorization
31% of this goal has been pledged by individuals:
Number of
Pledges

Community Campaign

$3,300,000

1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
15
1
1

Amount
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

300,000
273,371
150,000
100,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
2,500
1,000

Total Community Campaign:

Historic Tax Credits

Foundations & Financial
Institutions
Other Governmental
Grants
TOTAL

Total
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

300,000
273,371
150,000
100,000
75,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
75,000
2,500
1,000
1,021,871

$1,600,000

Application to be made during Design Development. If approved,
Credits would be applied for and received throughout the
construction process. Receipts for the sale of Credits are not
available until a certificate of occupancy is issued.

$400,000

Town Council approval of project required to successfully pursue.

$650,000

Actual amount to be determined and awarded upon approval by
Town Council and, at a minimum, completion of Design
Development.

$6,950,000

Both the Trustees and the Friends will make available for the project’s expenses all gift receipts (with a
small reserve for Campaign expenses) as soon as they are received.
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2. Would there be any fundraising anticipated for the Repair Options? Why or why not? What would be
the target for that fundraising?
The Trustees have not commissioned a capital campaign study or investigated the likelihood of
fundraising for a Repair. However, it is clear that raising funds to repair Mechanical, Electrical, &
Plumbing systems or to reposition stacks would not have great fundraising appeal. In addition, based on
the cost projections provided by the architects for the Repair versus the cost for the Expansion &
Renovation, the Repair does not make ﬁscal sense for the Library, nor would it meet the identiﬁed needs
of the community. Our fundraising eﬀorts are supported entirely through volunteers who are activated
and excited by the prospect of the proposed project and have expressed no interest in supporting
fundraising for a Repair only option. Any support received for a Repair option would be committed to
that purpose, but all pledges received to date are conditional on the Expansion & Renovation project
moving forward.
3. Community Preservation Act Funds: You have applied for $1 Million from CPAC in FY22 for the
expansion/renovation.
a. Are you assuming that the CPAC is part of “fundraising?” Or would the requested $1 Million reduce
the “Town Taxpayers” share to $14.9 Million?
The Capital Campaign Readiness Assessment Study and the initial fundraising/grant commitment of
the Board of Trustees included securing funds from CPAC as well as other state tax credits and grants.
Accordingly, the Friends of the Jones Library System applied for the CPA grant on behalf of Jones
Library, Inc. pursuant to its Memorandum of Understanding with Jones Library, Inc. under which it
undertook to raise $6.656 Million toward the project.
Section 5 of the Community Preservation Act (M.G.L. Chapter 44B) establishes a clear process for
awarding CPA funds – action by a Town’s legislative body only upon the recommendation of a
Community Preservation Act Committee. The Friends of the Jones Library System made the
application for the grant, and the award was approved by the CPA Committee. The Town Council
may reject recommendations of the CPA Committee, but it has no authority to make awards not
recommended by it.
We would question using CPA funds to reduce the Town’s share to $14.9 Million because it appears
to be a violation of the Community Preservation Act:
“The community preservation funds shall not replace existing operating funds, only to augment
them.” M.G.L. Chapter 44B, Section 6
The Community Preservation Act tax and procedure were designed to enable quality of life projects
that would otherwise be impossible, not to reduce general revenue property taxes which it
supplements. The explicit use of CPA funds to replace borrowing sustained by a Town’s operating
funds would appear to produce the same impermissible result.
In summary, no application was made by the Town for a grant for the reduction of the Town’s bond
funding for the Library project; the CPA Committee conducted no review of such an application
(considering particularly whether it might be permissible under Section 6); and no such
recommendation was made by the Committee.
The Community Preservation Act was adopted by the Town to achieve only certain, legislation
specified objectives, including historic preservation. It was adopted to encourage applicants to
undertake projects achieving those objectives whether or not the same projects accomplish other
objectives for which the Town sets aside its funds, including support for its Library. One of the most
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appealing characteristics of the Library project is that it achieves a great number of desirable results
in a highly efficient way.
Amherst encourages Town departments and entities to seek grants to support their programs and
needs. The Library has embraced raising a large, if not unprecedented, fund to finance a substantial
portion of its capital needs. Some will argue that these funds come from the same taxpayers, so they
should be grouped together; this would be an unusual precedent. For example, if the State awards
the Library project a Cultural Facilities grant, or Historic Tax Credits, it will not reduce its MBLC
Library Construction Grant by a similar amount “because it’s all state funds.” When the Town awards
a CPA grant to the Emily Dickinson Museum or the JCA, it does not reduce their property tax
exemptions - or any other Town support they might receive - by a corresponding amount. If it did so,
it would diminish whatever incentive an applicant might have to undertake the kind of quality-of-life
aspects of a project the Community Preservation Act was intended to encourage.
b. Do you anticipate requesting additional funds from CPAC in FY23 or beyond for the other historic
preservation work, such as exterior repairs to the original building?
The Friends/Jones Library, Inc. provided this response to a similar question from the Community
Preservation Act Committee:
“The Trustees of the Library are committed to restoring/rehabilitating as much of the historic
1928 building as possible, including the entire exterior, all of the reading/meeting rooms
(including those not currently accessible to the public), and the entry hall/stairway. Architectural
plans for this, however, that are sufficiently detailed to obtain accurate cost estimates cannot be
obtained without further support from the MBLC [i.e., after Town Council approves the project
and the MBLC disburses the grant funds]. It would be premature, therefore, to identify the
sources of funding which will have to be secured. The notation [of this possibility] in the
application was included as a possible placeholder/example.”
c. If the decision is to repair the Library, do you believe any of the repairs would be eligible for CPA
funding, and do you anticipate making such requests?
What repairs might qualify for CPA funding, such as historic preservation of the original 1928
building, could only be determined by a subsequent CPA Committee after detailed repair plans are
produced. The specifications for the repair estimate included no provision that the work to be
estimated would be performed according to historic preservation requirements. To the extent the
work is carried out on the 1993 addition, it clearly would not qualify. While some of the estimated
expenses, such as exterior work, might qualify, the emphasis on systems improvements would
probably limit the size of the project’s eligibility.
4. Historic Tax Credits:
a. By what date will you know if the Historic Tax Credits are a reality for the Expansion & Renovation?
When would be the earliest date the Town would receive such Credits? If the Tax Credits arrive in
increments, please provide an estimated schedule of when those Tax Credits would become
available.
During the Design Development phase (the six to twelve month period after Town Council approval),
the Library will make an initial application for Massachusetts Historic Tax Credits. If the application is
successful, we would expect a portion of the total eligible amount to be awarded, after which we
would continue to apply for additional credits throughout the construction process or until such a
time as we have received a full [20% of Qualified Rehabilitation Expenses (QREs)] allocation of
credits. Projects of our size would expect to apply for and receive several awards over the course of
design and construction.
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QREs include all expenses related to the rehabilitation of the certified historic structure - including
both hard and soft costs.
Receipts from the sale of Massachusetts Historic Tax Credits will not be available until shortly after
the project is completed and a certificate of occupancy is issued. Once the Commonwealth has
confirmed that we've performed the work as represented, they will issue a certificate that the Jones
may then sell to a taxpayer who can take advantage of the credit.
b. Would the Repair Options be eligible for Historic Tax Credits?
See answer to Question 3C above. In addition, the standards for qualification of Historic Tax Credits
are considerably more stringent than for CPA funding, and, without detailed plans, it is impossible to
conjecture what might be available.
5. Endowment as Collateral: At a Trustees meeting you voted to put the Endowment at risk for the share of
total costs of Expansion & Renovation not covered by the grant or the Town’s $15.9 Million.
a. How would you propose to do this? Would you reduce the Endowment to lower the cost to the
Town of the initial debt financing? Or would you commit to paying a share of debt service each year?
Please explain.
Upon final disbursement of MBLC grant funds to the Town of Amherst, if any part of the Library’s
project contribution has not been raised and provided to the Town, the Library Trustees will
withdraw that amount from the Endowment, or use other Library assets, and give it to the Town. At
that time, the Capital Campaign appeals would continue, and Library annual fundraising and other
appeals would include replacing funds taken from the Endowment.
b. If the Town chose one of the Repair Options, will any of the Endowment be eligible toward paying for
the repairs?
No. The use of the Endowment or other Library assets for the project is solely for the purpose of
bridging fundraising receipts. Any support received for a Repair option would be committed to that
purpose, but all pledges received to date are conditional on the Expansion & Renovation project
moving forward.
6. Closure During Construction:
a. The Expansion & Renovation would require that the Library be closed during construction. Would the
Jones Library continue to operate elsewhere? If so, would all Jones Library Staff continue to be
employed/paid?
Yes, it is an MBLC Grant requirement that Library services be maintained throughout construction.
Yes, all staff will remain employed.
b. How does this compare (both costs and service disruptions) to the closures needed and estimated
under the Kuhn Riddle repair plan?
Library services will also be maintained during a Repair project, and all staff will remain employed.
Moving and setting-up operations twice under Repair Option 1 would add to the complexity and
disruptions in service.
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Expansion & Renovation

VI.

Weeks of Closure
(temporary space)

72

Estimated Cost
(included in project
estimates)

$650,000

Repair Option 1
82
(30 weeks Phase 1
52 weeks Phase 2)

Repair Option 2

$1,500,000

$650,000

52

Endowment Use for Operating Budget
A. What is the amount of the current Endowment? What is the annual rate of return in dollars? How much
(e.g., dollars and percent) of the Endowment was dedicated to supporting the FY21 operating budget?
1. Endowment:
2. Annual Rate of Return:

3. FY21 Endowment Draw:

$9,070,562 as of December 31, 2020
Average for the past 5 years: 9.43% after fees; we cannot predict the
rate for the future; Vanguard tells us to expect it to be substantially
lower over the next 10 years.
$351,264 (a 4.5% draw rate)

B. After completion of either project (Expansion or Repair Options 1 or 2), do you anticipate requiring a large
annual draw to support the operating budgets? Please explain why or why not for each project?
We do not anticipate requiring a large annual draw once we expand or repair. The three line items expected
to be affected by either an Expansion or a Repair are Utilities, Staffing, and Equipment Maintenance. Please
refer to Section VII. Operating Budget for detailed descriptions of how the budget is expected to be affected.
C. If the Endowment is required to finance part of either building project (Expansion or Repair Options 1 or 2),
will it be able to continue to support the operating budget at the same level?
1. Expansion & Renovation: Draws from the Endowment are based on the average of 12 quarters of asset
values and lag by one year, so the impact is delayed and occurs gradually over a three year period.
During those years we would continue the Capital Campaign, and we would hope and expect that the
improved and expanded Library would draw additional support. At this point we cannot tell whether
there will be a deficit, how large it might be, how long it might take to fill it, or how market returns would
impact the Endowment.
2. Repair Options: The Endowment will not help finance a Repair project. Any support received for a Repair
option would be committed to that purpose, but all pledges received to date are conditional on the
Expansion & Renovation project moving forward.

VII.

Operating Budget
A. The proposed expansion project would significantly expand the square footage of the Jones, including space
for Special Collections. What is the impact on the operating budget if you assume the hours of operation for
the Jones and Branches are at pre-COVID levels? How is this different from future assumptions if only repairs
are made?
Library Trustees plan to continue to rely on a 4-4.5% Endowment draw rate to pay future operating costs.
Historically, the draw has hovered around $300,000 per year. We do not anticipate a significant impact on
the operating budget when we expand or repair. The three line items expected to be affected by either an
expansion or a repair are Utilities, Staffing, and Equipment Maintenance. Please refer to Section VII. B. below
for detailed descriptions of how the budget is expected to be affected.
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B. Please provide estimates of future operating budgets and staffing after each project option is completed
(Expansion or Repair 1 or Repair 2), separating personnel costs from building operational costs (e.g., heating,
electricity, etc.). In addition, please provide estimates for 10 years of future maintenance costs under each
project.
Utilities
On average, roughly 4% of the Library’s total operating budget is allocated for utilities (both gas for heating
and electricity) or 18% of the budget when personnel costs are removed.
Expansion & Renovation
1. The updated sustainable design of the expansion will eliminate the use of fossil fuels and is projected to
reduce the building’s total energy use by 48%. This means that even though the overall square footage of
the building will increase, the building will be so efficient that the actual operational cost to run the
building will decrease by an estimated 8% (see chart below for expected savings).

Current
Building
Expansion &
Renovation

%
change
vs 2019

Building
Size

EUI

Energy
Consumed

Gas Use
(Therm)

Elec Use
(kWh)

Gas Cost
($)

Elec
Cost ($)

Total
Cost

48,057

73.2

3,517,773

20,667

425,472

$20,398

$74,363

$94,760

62,752

28.9

1,814,959

N/A

531,783

N/A

$86,751

$86,751

-8%

2. The recent history of costs for both gas and electricity have evidenced rising prices, but we hope that as
the costs of renewable energy continue to fall, this will be reflected in lower consumer electricity prices.
At some point we may be able to participate in Town-supplied solar power at a lower cost.

Repair Options 1 & 2
We would hope there would be savings to utilities from the Repair Option to the extent aged-out systems are
replaced, but we cannot estimate those costs as an energy code analysis was not part of the requested study.
Staffing
On average, roughly 78% of the Library’s operating budget is allocated for personnel costs (including salaries
and benefits). Although Library employees are Town employees, the Town does not appropriate an amount
equal to 100% of the Library’s personnel costs. Town policy has been to set a cap on the appropriation, as it
does across Town government, Schools, and Library. When our personnel costs exceed this cap, which has
long been the case at the Library, we have repurposed funds from other sources such as State Aid to make up
the difference. Unless the Town changes its policies, we will continue to need to find alternative revenue
sources to cover this gap regardless of what option the Town chooses to address the deficiencies and
problems of the building.
Expansion & Renovation
1. We anticipate that the Expansion & Renovation project may require one additional staff position of a
Custodian. Despite the larger square footage, we do not anticipate needing other additional staff
because of the improved, open and efficient design which will allow for clear sightlines, combined with
the installation of an Automated Materials Handling System, which will allow staff to remain focused on
forward-facing customer service tasks. These gained efficiencies will allow staffing to remain level as we
are able to use our existing staff much more efficiently than is possible in the current building. (Please
see the Appendix for details.)
2. Additionally, the renovation of the 1928 building and replacement of the 1990s building that has been
plagued with maintenance issues from the beginning will allow our custodial staff to dedicate more time
to tasks other than attending leaking and malfunctioning systems and problem building areas.
3. According to the FY22 Union Wage Scale, one additional custodian will cost between $37,000 and
$50,000 in 11 Steps.
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Repair Options 1 & 2
We expect staffing to remain level.
Equipment Maintenance
On average, 2% of the Library’s total operating budget is allocated for maintenance and repairs, or 11% of
the budget when personnel costs are removed. Capital expenditures in excess of $5,000 have historically
been funded by the Town. Recently the Town has increased the threshold for self-funded capital costs to
$10,000. The selected maintenance that has been deferred for the current building was done so purposefully
and in concert with decisions made jointly with the Town of Amherst and the Joint Capital Planning
Committee to avoid spending Town and Library funds on equipment that could ultimately be replaced and
paid for with state grant money.
As is the case with the existing Library building, there will be machinery that will need to be maintained;
there will be annual maintenance agreement costs that will have to be paid; there will be repairs that will
need to be done for both the Expansion & Renovation or the Repair Option. We will seek warranties and
other protections against system failures for the new systems. As is the case with the existing building,
funding sources for such expenses will be determined by the dollar figure; when the cost is less than $10,000,
the Trustees may, if necessary, fund the expense through the Endowment; and when the amount exceeds
$10,000, the Trustees apply for JCPC and CPA Grants from the Town.
Our maintenance costs will decrease with the new high-efficiency systems as they will not require the
frequent repairs of our current end-of-life systems. We also anticipate reduced costs for repairs to damaged
items in special collections, replacement of tiles, etc. and replacement of items associated with the persistent
leaks in the building due to the faulty design of the atrium and the failing HVAC system.
Both the Expansion & Renovation project and repairing the building will have a positive impact on our
maintenance budget and the costs associated with damage to our collections and building that result from
the current design flaws and failing HVAC systems. While we know both options will create operational
savings, the extent of the savings for the different options cannot be estimated with any accuracy until
systems and designs are selected.
Ten Years Future Maintenance
Because exact systems have not been chosen for either the Expansion & Renovation project, or either of the
two Repair Options, we are not able to provide ten years’ worth of maintenance costs. But, as is the case
with the existing building, funding sources for such expenses will be determined by the dollar figure; when
the cost is less than $10,000, the Trustees may, if necessary, fund the expense through the Endowment; and
when the amount exceeds $10,000, the Trustees apply for JCPC and CPA Grants from the Town.
C. Does completing either project (Expansion or Repair 1 or Repair 2) in any way jeopardize continued operating
funds support of the Branch Libraries?
We do not anticipate that the operational budgets of the Branch Libraries will be impacted by the Expansion
& Renovation or Repair of the Jones Library.
D. Are there estimated savings in operating energy costs from the investment in energy efficiency through the
Expansion & Renovation project? If yes, please estimate the annual impact and whether that impact would
be able to offset increases in operating budgets, if any, projected in questions above. How does this compare
to the estimated energy use (including HVAC Fossil fuels) if only a repair of the building is done, per the Kuhn
Riddle report?
The updated sustainable design of the expansion is projected to reduce the building’s total energy use by
48% and decrease our utilities cost by an estimated 8% (see chart below for expected savings).
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Current
Building
Expansion &
Renovation

%
change
vs 2019

Building
Size

EUI

Energy
Consumed

Gas Use
(Therm)

Elec Use
(kWh)

Gas Cost
($)

Elec
Cost ($)

Total
Cost

48,057

73.2

3,517,773

20,667

425,472

$20,398

$74,363

$94,760

62,752

28.9

1,814,959

N/A

531,783

N/A

$86,751

$86,751

-8%

The Expansion & Renovation project will likely qualify for grants and rebates in connection with the Energy
Conservation Measures. However, we are unable to apply for or speculate about savings or awards until
systems have been selected and construction begins.
We also anticipate savings to utilities from the Repair Option to the extent aged-out systems are replaced,
but we cannot estimate those costs as an energy code analysis was not part of the requested study.
Once specific designs and systems have been chosen for either the Expansion & Renovation or Repair
Options, the Trustees can evaluate the combined savings to our Utilities costs and to our Building
Maintenance costs. These combined savings may be used to fully or partially offset the one addition to Staff,
if such position is needed.
E. Do your estimates of future operating costs for either project include a specific allocation to maintenance of
capital – the needed annual budget allowance for cost to maintain over a life cycle? Do current operating
budgets include such allocations?
The current, as well as future, operating budgets include a maintenance and repair line item for costs to
maintain capital that falls under the $10,000 self-funded threshold from the Joint Capital Planning Committee
and Town. This figure represents on average $60,000 annually. The Trustees would continue to maintain an
allocation to the budget for the maintenance of capital in an amount determined once the systems and
designs are chosen and can be calculated.
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Cash Flow Projections – Expansion & Renovation Project
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Cash Flow Projections – Repair Option
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Staffing Projections
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Accessibility
 August 6, 2020: The Jones Library’s Accessibility Report with special guest Aelan Tierney of Kuhn
Riddle Architects: https://vimeo.com/446461607
Community Impact
 August 20, 2020: The renaissance of public libraries with special guests Toni Golinsky-Foisy (West
Springfield), Joe Rodio (South Hadley), and Jean Shaughnessy (Athol):
https://vimeo.com/451213560
Sustainability
 September 3, 2020: The Jones Library’s Sustainability Report with special guests Lee Jennings, Sara
Draper, Todd Holland, and Chris Riddle (i.e., the Library’s Sustainability Committee):
https://vimeo.com/454784565
Current Schematic Design
 September 23, 2020: The Jones Library’s schematics with special guests Finegold Alexander
Architects: https://vimeo.com/461385269
 October 8, 2020: The Jones Library’s schematics with special guests Finegold Alexander Architects:
https://vimeo.com/467774625
Special Collections
 October 22, 2020: The importance of the Jones Library’s Special Collections Department with special
guests Jane Wald, Mike Kelly, Robin Fordham, and Cyndi Harbeson:
https://vimeo.com/user114045282
COVID-19
 November 10, 2020: Library services during COVID-19 with special guests Amy Anaya, Matt Berube,
Mia Cabana, Linda Wentworth, and Lynne Weintraub: https://vimeo.com/478471868
Historic Preservation
 December 3, 2020: Historic preservation with special guests Steve Schreiber and Eldra-Dominique
Walker: https://vimeo.com/487244945
Social/Economic Justice
 January 7, 2021: Social and Economic Justice with special guests Lev Ben-Ezra (Director of Amherst
Survival Center), Judith Roberts (Director of The Literacy Project), and Lynne Weintraub (Jones ESL
Coordinator): https://vimeo.com/498356189
MBLC Grant
 January 28, 2021: MBLC Construction Grant program with special guests Andrea Bunker and Lauren
Stara, MBLC Library Building Specialists: https://vimeo.com/506130187
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The Jones Library, Inc.
Board of Trustees

Thursday, August 6, 2020
7:00-8:00pm; ZOOM

Meeting Minutes
Attending:
Also Present:

Austin Sarat, Lee Edwards, Tamson Ely, Robert Pam, Chris Hoffmann
Aelan Tierney (KRA), Hank Allan, George Hicks, Sharon Sharry, and members of the public

1. Call to Order/Attendance at 7pm
2. Library Chats - Jones Library Accessibility Review and Recommendations Report – Aelan Tierney, Kuhn
Riddle Architects, Questions and Discussion
Via screen-share, Aelan presented her Accessibility Study findings.
3. Public Comment
Attendees commented on/asked about:
a. The loss of square footage due to this repair-only project;
b. This repair-only project would mean the Library would reach the minimum legal requirements for
accessibility, but the Town may have higher aspirations for Library accessibility, thus increasing the cost.
c. This repair-only project includes complete removal of the atrium.
d. The Library’s systems are at end-of-life; in place since 1993; no telling when they will stop working
entirely; risking freezing pipes; replacement parts cannot be purchased in many cases; emergency
repairs are not easy and they are expensive as compared to a planned, whole-building approach.
e. The work cannot be done during the COVID shutdown because schematic design and design
development would still have to occur. Also, there is no funding in place.
f. Next steps include the Trustees approving the revised schematics, and a presentation to Town Council.
g. We are hosting a series of “Library Chats” so the community can hear/ask questions about different
aspects of the project
h. All project documents are on the website.
4. Adjournment at 8pm
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The Jones Library, Inc.
Board of Trustees

Thursday, August 20, 2020
7:00-8:00pm; ZOOM

Meeting Minutes
Attending:
Also Present:

Austin Sarat, Lee Edwards, Tamson Ely, Robert Pam, Chris Hoffmann
Antonia Golinsky-Foisy (West Springfield), Joe Rodio (South Hadley), Jean Shaughnessy (Athol)
Hank Allan, George Hicks, Sharon Sharry, and members of the public

1. Call to Order/Attendance at 7pm
2. Library Chats – MBLC Construction Program Benefits - Questions and Discussion (Sharry,
Golinsky-Foisy, Rodio, Shaughnessy)
Via screen-share, Sharon displayed pictures of many area libraries which have undergone building projects in the
past 20 years, then welcomed special guests Toni, Joe, and Jean to discuss their projects and how their
towns/patrons benefitted from them.

3. Public Comment
Topics discussed included:
a. how their facilities changed;
b. what programs can now be offered that previously could not;
c. who from the community is now able to use their libraries that previously could not;
d. maintenance costs per square foot have decreased;
e. patronage has increased;
f. and how the Town thinks about their libraries now that their projects are complete.

4. Adjournment at 8pm

* Indicates Handout(s) Will be Made Available.
RED Indicates Vote Required.
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Joint Meeting of
The Jones Library, Inc.
Board of Trustees &
the Sustainability Subcommittee

Thursday, September 3, 2020
4:30-5:30pm; ZOOM

Meeting Minutes
Trustees Attending:

Austin Sarat, Alex Lefebvre, Lee Edwards, Tamson Ely, & Robert
Pam
Sustainability Committee Members Attending: Lee Jennings, Sara Draper, Todd Holland, & Chris Riddle
Also Present:
Hank Allan, Sharon Sharry, and members of the public

1.

Call to Order/Attendance at 4:30pm

2.
Library Chats – Sustainability Committee Questions and Discussion (Lefebvre, Draper,
Holland, Jennings, Riddle)
Via screen-share, Sara presented the Sustainability Committee’s (SC) recommendations for the Jones Library’s
proposed expansion/renovation project in terms of sustainability, and the ways in which this proposed project is
“exemplary” and “revolutionary.”

3. Public Comment
Topics discussed include:
a. Amherst’s climate goals;
b. The SC’s EUI goals for the Library;
c. The SC’s recommended ECM’s, including the use of CLT and low embodied carbon materials;
d. The SC’s goal for a net zero ready Library building, and the possibility of being net zero through
the purchase of off-site renewable energy;
e. Fossil fuels will be eliminated from the building;
f. This project has a net climate benefit over its lifetime;
g. Fundraising, rebates, and grant opportunities will be explored when available;
h. It is important to note that while LEED certification was, at one point, an important step in the world’s
sustainability efforts, focusing on actual performance is much more important than spending time and
tax-payer money on LEED certification documentation.

4. Adjournment at 5:30pm

* Indicates Handout(s) Will be Made Available.
RED Indicates Vote Required.
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The Jones Library, Inc.
Board of Trustees

Wednesday, September 23, 2020
4:30-5:30pm; ZOOM

Meeting Minutes
Trustees Attending:
Representing Finegold Alexander Architects:
Also Present:

1.

Austin Sarat, Alex Lefebvre, Lee Edwards, Tamson Ely, & Robert
Pam
Jim Alexander, Tony Hsiao, Josephine Penta
Hank Allan, Sharon Sharry, and members of the public

Call to Order/Attendance at 4:30pm

2.
Library Chats – Schematic Designs Questions and Discussion (with Finegold Alexander
Architects)
Jim Alexander introduced the project and via screen-share, Tony Hsiao presented the Library’s latest schematic
designs including:
j. Third floor
a. The site plan
k. Longitudinal section
b. Front entry
l. Roofscape
c. Driveway
m. Ceiling heights
d. Rear garden
n. Existing vs. proposed front rendering
e. Woodbury Room entrance
o. Existing vs. proposed rear rendering
f. Compact footprint
p. Existing adult collection vs proposed adult
g. Garden level
collection rendering
h. First floor
q. Sustainability goals
i. Second floor

3. Public Comment
Topics discussed include:
a. Front entrance
b. Special Collections
c. Triple glazed windows
d. Burnett Art Gallery
e. Handicapped accessibility

f.
g.
h.
i.

After hours accessibility
Sustainability measures
COVID impact on designs
Next steps, including Design Development

4. Adjournment at 5:34pm
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The Jones Library, Inc.
Board of Trustees

Thursday, October 22, 2020
4:30-5:30pm; ZOOM

Meeting Minutes
Trustees Attending:
Also Present:

Austin Sarat, Lee Edwards, Tamson Ely, Chris Hoffmann, Alex Lefebvre, & Robert Pam
Hank Allan, Kent Faerber, Robin Fordham, Cyndi Harbeson, Mike Kelly, Sharon Sharry,
Jane Wald, and members of the public

1.

Call to Order/Attendance at 4:30pm

2.

Library Chats: Historic Preservation – Special Collections Questions and Discussion (Jane Wald,
Robin Fordham, Mike Kelly, Cyndi Harbeson)
a. Cyndi Harbeson – discussed the Jones Library’s Special Collections Department including a description
of the collection (Emily Dickinson, Robert Frost, the history of Amherst, 40,000 images, Amherst
Authors), and, via screen share, images of some of the items held by the Jones’ archive. She also
discussed how the collection is currently at risk because of the condition of the space in which the
archive is housed.
b. Jane Wald – discussed the importance of the Jones archive including the importance of collecting
materials relating to this particular significant moment in time.
c. Mike Kelly – discussed the importance of the Jones archive including the fact that the Jones, Amherst
College, and Emily Dickinson archives are complementary.
d. Robin Fordham - discussed the fact that the Library has applied for CPA funds in order to renovate the
archive.

3.

Public Comment
Topics discussed include:
a. Archival standards & guidelines
b. Fire suppression systems
c. Exhibit and Reading Room guidelines
d. Classroom visits
e. The importance of display space
f. The role of the public library in preserving the history of the Town
g. The most popular questions at the Jones are related to genealogy, farming, and house
histories
h. Windows in the planned Special Collections Reading Room
i. Staff oversight of the Reading Room
j. Historic preservation is not just for the past; it is about the world we live in now, and what we
want for our future.

4.

Adjournment at 5:29pm
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The Jones Library, Inc.
Board of Trustees

Tuesday, November 10, 2020
5-6pm; ZOOM

Meeting Minutes
Trustees Attending:
Also Present:

Austin Sarat, Lee Edwards, Tamson Ely, Chris Hoffmann, Alex Lefebvre, & Robert Pam
Hank Allan, Amy Anaya, Matt Berube, Mia Cabana, Lynne Weintraub, Linda Wentworth,
Sharon Sharry, and members of the public

I.

Call to Order/Attendance at 5:03pm

II.

Library Chats: Library Services in Times of COVID-19:
A. Sharon Sharry
1. Throughout the past 8 months, I have been working closely with the Town Manager and
Health Director. Town buildings will not be opening to the public for a long while. In-person
meetings will not be occurring for a very long time. And we all agree…because libraries are
all about community…they encourage folks to linger…and connect…and giggle together…and
because we are all wearing masks, in order to hear people well-enough, we get even closer
to one another. These are all things that are not safe during a pandemic.
2. Then there’s our building…COVID-19 has further highlighted its shortcomings. The rooms
are too small to have multiple people in them; we are concerned that our HVAC system may
not provide a safe environment in terms of having an acceptable air exchange rate; and
because our front door is not handicapped accessible and it dumps snow and ice onto the
front walkway, it isn't easy to provide a one-way loop through the building over the winter.
3. So, for all these reasons, I feel it is safest for both staff and patrons that we keep the
buildings closed to the public. Thus, over the winter, our plan is to stay the course.
B. Amy Anaya – Adult Circulation
1. Engaged Town Nurse in quarantine decision. Books shelved tightly allow the virus to live
longer so important to quarantine before shelving them and lending them to more patrons.
2. Town Nurse approved outdoor lending, said it sounded safe, good to have patrons choose
shifts so not everyone comes at once. Home delivery needs to be contactless.
3. Patrons have learned to place their own holds and reference team helps place holds and
suggests reading materials.
4. We generate approximately 230 holds a day for our patrons on average and also pull
average 100 items a day to send to other libraries.
5. Check out has gone up since July (when there was no Optima), daily average doubled from
July to Nov. We called and emailed lists of patrons we knew to be regular users. Many
excited about borrowing again and some reluctant to borrow library books, prefer
downloading. Some regular Jones patrons who live outside of Amherst use hometown
libraries now since we are all just putting books out, so same service, OR they no longer
come to Amherst for work or dining so easier to use hometown library.
6. If patrons cannot pick up holds during our hours we try to accommodate and will also offer
to deliver to Amherst residents who cannot come during scheduled hours. Number of items
we delivered doubled between July-Nov 2019 (488 items) and July-Nov. 2020 837 items).
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7. Patrons very happy with service. Lots of fan mail. We will be moving towards Sue’s model
for winter…patrons wait outside, they come in vestibule one at a time to pick up.
8. Sue started outdoor lending in August, now 3 times per week.
9. A puzzle to figure out how to staff when we are limited in how many of us can be in a
space. We used to have up to 3 people at adult circulation desk/adult circulation workroom,
now can only have 1.
10. Winter plan should hopefully expand what we lend to include valuable items we have been
hesitant to leave outside (we have delivered some instruments, but not to anyone who lives
out of Amherst) and will make returns of large items easier. We have had no problems with
theft but patrons with similar names have taken each others’ holds.
11. Circulation responds to average 150 patron emails a day.
C. Matt Berube – Reference Services
1. Reference live phone answering, since late June/early July; expanded hours in November
(M, W, F: 1 to 4; Tu, Th: 1 to 6); email/voicemail 24/7; placing holds, supporting use of digital
collections/resources, also reference/research assistance, tech support
2. Expanded digital resources; new WSJ home access, Naxos streaming Jazz; increased capacity
of Kanopy (streaming video), OverDrive (eBooks), Ancestry.com access from home; plus all
of our usual offerings. Link to: www.joneslibrary.org/top10things
3. Moved several in-person services online; library card application, expired card renewal; also
launched print-from-home service for patrons who relied on library printers; up to 10 pages
of printing free each day, pick-up with outdoor holds; PC Doctor Hank is back on Weds
afternoons via Zoom
4. Expanded wi-fi hotspot lending program: 10 hotspots for past year, now 30; unlimited
internet access for multiple devices; 2 week loan
5. Back in the summer, we had the idea to offer outdoor computer access under a tent on the
front lawn at Jones; that turned out to be much more logistically complicated than we
expected; but the good news is that, later this week, weather permitting, we'll complete the
installation of our tent and we're planning to provide access until the weather prevents it
D. Linda Wentworth – Adult Collections & Programming
1. My largest area of responsibility is the Adult collection. Purchasing materials has continued.
One change is that we are now putting more money toward eBooks and eAudiobooks from
Libby/Overdrive. We are able to identify which ones are most popular with our patrons and
purchase additional copies so that waits aren’t as long.
2. To help get our regular books out to the public, I set up the Honor Cart, which is outside the
Jones during the day when we are open. It is a mix of Fiction and Nonfiction, the sort of
items you would find on the front table in a nice bookstore. Patrons can browse and each
book has a sign-out slip in it that can be left in the book drop. Patrons often write on the
slips very nice notes of appreciation.
3. A new idea that I will be starting in the next week is the Jones Book of the Month Club.
Patrons will be able to sign up online by filling out a short form about what kind of books
they like. Then each month we will select two books for each person, based on their
interests, and put them on hold. Patrons will be able to select what format they want: Large
print, books on CD, eBooks.
4. Local Author interviews. Live interviews online with Authors from community; Amherst:
poet Karen Skolfield, Corinne Demas, Cammie McGovern, Pawan Dhingra, Karen Osborn,
Bob Drinkwater. During pandemic, very grateful for ways to get the word out about their
new books.
5. Some of our library book groups are ongoing on Zoom. MUNSON Book and Movie Club
recently celebrated its 5th anniversary and has been meeting on Zoom for a while. Also 2
Jones groups: Understanding Differences, and Jane Austen book group. I will be restarting 2
others: contemporary & Senior Center Book Group back up in the winter. Right now busy
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with Coming to America Book Group, which came about through a grant from the Yiddish
Book Center.
E. Mia Cabana – Youth, Young Adult, and Adult Programming
1. Providing “Book Bundles” – bags of books with similar themes;
2. Provided screen-free activities like weekly art prompts and the Super Secret Storytime
Hotline;
3. Children’s non-fiction Book Discussion group continues;
4. “Sing with your Little One” moved online;
5. Visited the Amherst Farmer’s Market every Saturday; brought a laptop; issued library cards;
provided craft take-away kits;
6. “Quaranzine Club” for teens has been active;
7. Has been collaborating with are libraries in teen programming to maximize impact;
8. Munson “Kids’ Korner” held weekly;
9. Ukulele Strum Alongs continued weekly;
10. Bilingual Polish Storytime continued;
11. Summer Reading Program was held for Youth;
12. Burnett Art Gallery exhibits were moved online.
F. Lynne Weintraub – ESL
1. One-to-one tutors and students learned how to use Zoom for their classes; 86 tutors worked
online with 100 students over the summer;
2. Conversation Circles continued online, this was important because these students were
isolated linguistically as well as socially during COVID. Because the Circles were online,
participants came from around the world;
3. Two students gained citizenship and two received their driver’s permits.
G. Sharon Sharry
1. In planning for “winterized” Library services, I have been meeting with staff weekly in order
to map out our timeline. Right now, I envision 5 Phases in total:
a. Phase I being where we are now.
b. Phase II will probably occur next spring. There will be a one-way loop through the
main floor where patrons would enter through side (handicapped accessible)
entrance and exit through the front door. We will have two “Greeters,” (i.e., people
who are keeping track of how many people are entering and exiting the building),
and the entrance sidewalk will be taped every 6' in order to help maintain safe
distances while patrons wait outside to enter the building. Check-out and book
returns would happen at the adult circulation desk; we would continue to
quarantine all returns in the Woodbury Room; computer access would be provided
outside; and patrons would be able to visit Special Collections by appointment. The
goal of this Phase will be to keep patrons moving along the loop, and to minimize
staff and patron interactions.
c. When it is safe, we would move to Phase III. The maximum building capacity would
increase; and browsing would be allowed in the Atrium in 30 minute increments.
d. For Phase IV, the maximum building capacity would increase again; and browsing
would be available throughout Library, including Children's Room, in 30 minute
increments. The bathrooms and elevators would be open; newspapers and
magazines would be available; and there would be a limited number of Internet
stations available.
e. Then for Phase V – Back to normal! We would open to capacity, including usage of
the Meeting Rooms; and there would be no more quarantining of books!
2. In order to present a final plan to the Trustees and the community, so everyone has clear
expectations, I am looking for 3 pieces of information to fall into place:
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a. We need to figure out the staffing requirements for each Phase. Because more staff
will be needed on the “front lines” once patrons come into the buildings, open hours
and programming availability will be affected.
b. We also need to work with the Town Manager and the Town’s new Health Director in
order to decide what metrics will determine when it is safe to move from Phase to
Phase. In all cases, we will need the flexibility to return to a previous phase if safety is
in question.
c. Also, while we can’t require patrons to be tested, ideally, regular staff testing could be
implemented, so if one staff member gets it, we can stop it in its tracks…otherwise, we
risk having to close the Library entirely for a period of time.
III.

Public comment topics discussed:
A. Program funding
B. Catalog improvements
C. Expanded hours for holds pick-up
D. Computer access during the winter
E. Homebound delivery
F. COVID opportunities – what will remain post-COVID?
G. There is no replacement for the physical buildings.

IV.

Adjournment at 6:04pm
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The Jones Library, Inc.
Board of Trustees

Thursday, December 3, 2020
4:30-5:30pm; ZOOM

Meeting Minutes
Trustees Attending:
Also Present:

Austin Sarat, Lee Edwards, Tamson Ely, Chris Hoffmann, Alex Lefebvre, & Robert Pam
Hank Allan, Steve Schreiber, Sharon Sharry, and members of the public

1. Call to Order/Attendance at 4:30pm
2. MOTION: Individual Trustees will donate money toward Amherst Coffee gift cards for each Jones
Library employee. Approved 6-0-0.
3. Library Chats: Historic Preservation
A. Sharon Sharry introduced Steve Schreiber, Chair of Architecture Department at UMass,
Amherst.
B. Steve Schreiber:
a. He is not appearing in his role as Town Councilor.
b. Several of his classes have used the Jones renovation project as studio projects; they,
too, could not figure out how to fix the building’s problems within the existing footprint.
c. Has spoken with the architect of the 1993 Jones expansion; discussed the “magnificent
ambition” of that project, although the result did not live up to expectations.
d. Finegold Alexander Architects (FAA) is the pre-eminent construction firm in the country.
Jim Alexander recently won a Lifetime Achievement Award.
e. The original Jones is a great example of the 1920’s rural past of this area; the Jones and
the Inn at Boltwood are meant to look like they have been added onto.
4. Public Comment
A. What does historic preservation mean? To bring the exterior, using current weatherization and
accessibility standards, and the interior back to what they looked like in 1928. FAA are pioneers
of historic preservation.
B. We plan to re-open most of the original 1928 rooms to the public.
C. Discussion of Buddy Buildings – attaching a new, modern building onto an historic building and
using modern systems in the new spaces. The Buddy Building should complement the original,
not overwhelm it.
D. Discussion of balancing staff needs with historic preservation – FAA listens to shat staff have to
say. The key is flexibility in design as well as furnishings.
E. We want this expansion to be a Legacy Building, like the original 1928 portion.
F. There will be more public discussions of the designs once we get into Design Development.
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G. Status of the Jones Historic Structures Report – Eldra-Dominque Walker, Assistant Professor at
UMass, Amherst, is working on it.
H. Discussion of modernism vs. historicism vs. urbanism in design.
I. The Cambridge Public Library is a great example of combining new architecture with old.
5. Adjournment at 5:26pm
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The Jones Library, Inc.
Board of Trustees

Thursday, January 7, 2021
4:30-5:30pm; ZOOM

Meeting Minutes
Trustees Attending:
Also Present:

Austin Sarat, Lee Edwards, Tamson Ely, Alex Lefebvre, & Robert Pam
Lev Ben-Ezra, Judith Roberts, Lynne Weintraub, Penni Stevens, Hank Allan, Sharon Sharry,
and members of the public

1. Call to Order/Attendance at 4:35pm
2. President’s Report:
A. Welcome to our four wonderful guests who are here to talk about the work the Library does in
the community in serving the various disadvantaged populations in Town and being a resource
for everyone.
B. After the events that occurred yesterday - events which remind us again of the fragility of our
rule of law; and events which vividly displayed how differently populations in this country are
treated.
C. Try to imagine a more humble patriotism; a love of country which is more committed to
addressing the injustices that have, for too long, been a part of the American story.
D. We must celebrate the work that libraries do, as places that welcome everybody on equal
terms, if our Democracy is to survive, improve, and become genuinely welcoming for all
populations.
3. Library Chats: Economic & Social Justice (Alex LeFebvre, Lev Ben-Ezra, Judith Roberts, Penni
Stevens, Lynne Weintraub)

A. If you would like to add onto what Austin said about yesterday’s events, I encourage you to do that.
B. Libraries are open to and serve everyone in a community. It is a free place where the color of your skin,
or your gender, religion, physical ability, socioeconomic status, education level, or age do not impact
your access to relevant and dependable information. Part of the Library’s job is to keep our eyes open to
the changes in our community and shifts in population and respond by diversifying our materials,
services, and staﬀ to assure we continue to provide digital and information equity for all.
C. Amherst has always prided itself on its progressive values and there have been moments throughout our
history where individuals and organizations have recognized these changes in our community and
responded with action.
D. For tonight’s Library Chat we are fortunate to have Lev Ben-Ezra (Executive Director of the Amherst
Survival Center), Judith Roberts (Executive Director of The Literacy Project), Penni Stevens (a Literacy
Project student and a poet), and Lynne Weintraub (Director of the Jones Library ESL Program) here to
talk with us.
E. We’ve invited each of you here tonight because your programs were created in response to new or
changing needs when there have been shifts in our community.
1. Lev, I would like to start with you. I think most people in our Town know about the Amherst
Survival Center but I think it is important to know a little bit about who created it and why. That
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seems especially important in this moment with the impacts of the pandemic being felt by so
many in the community.
• Thank you for having me. Begun by a single mother, the Survival Center was started in the
1970’s during the movement for anti-poverty programs. It was once housed in the Jones
Library. It is a community center. It is a place for people to connect and share experiences
and resources. The Center relies heavily on volunteers. “Through sharing, there is enough.”
2. Judith, the Literacy Project began in Greenﬁeld and has spread to five towns, including Amherst.
As a college town, the value of education is clearly understood. Why did the Literacy Project end
up in Amherst?
• Since 1997, has been located in Amherst. Amherst is challenging because space is an issue.
Started in the basement of the Jones Library. Excited to move back to the Jones once
expanded/renovated. Those who are not fully educated are often overlooked in Amherst. 52
students in Amherst are enrolled; ages 16-66 years old. Immigrants and refugees are served.
70% of the students are non-white. Students face systematic inequities. The students are
courageous and strong. Education equity is a social justice issue.
3. Lynne, you have been working with English language learners in Amherst for over 30 years. Can
you tell us a little bit about how the ESL program at the Library got started?
• Wanted to have one of her students appear on this Chat, but it’s hard for an English language
learner to present via Zoom, so I would direct people to the Library’s website to view three
pre-recorded videos by Jones Library ESL students who address today’s topic.
• In the 1980’s, the Library performed a needs-assessment to see if there were any members of
the community not being served by the Library. The report showed that a cluster of
Cambodian refugees were not coming in to the Library because they couldn’t read/speak
English. So the Library began collecting instructional materials for English language learners,
as well as establishing a one-to-one tutoring program. Goals – help with drivers permits;
citizenship; Job interviews. Eventually began serving immigrants from all over the world with
a variety of backgrounds. Service was eventually extended to spouses.
F. We are at an important moment again in the history of Amherst as there are really striking changes to
who we are as a community, what we need to thrive, and how best to serve the entire community. Just
twenty years ago, Amherst was 79% white, with 42% of its residents holding a graduate degree and
another 27% holding a Bachelor’s degree. The median family income was $61,237 and the median rent
was $687. But in 2019 the median income in Amherst dropped to $57,000 while rents increased to
$1,376 (dollars have not been adjusted for inﬂation). Our poverty rate in Amherst was projected at 28%
of our population with 10% of our community members lacking access to the internet. Looking at the
enrollment in our elementary schools can be a window into our population trends:
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1. Lev, could you tell us about the programs and services at the Survival Center today and how you
might be seeing the needs of the community shift?
• This is a robust community center with free food, clothing, housewares, & activities. When
COVID hit, tough decisions had to be made. The focus is now on food insecurity and personal
care products. Many new people are coming to the Center; people who are now not able to
make “ends meet.” They are trying to increase their outreach efforts. Looking forward to
being able to re-integrate their other services because the need is still there.
2. Judith, could you tell us about the programs and services at the Literacy Project today and how
you might be seeing the needs of the community shift?
• Penni has been living in Amherst since the 1970’s. Has been at Literacy Project for last two
years, in order to get her GED. COVID has made things hard, but classes have been occurring
via Zoom. It a great program and it is needed in this community. We write a book of poems
every year. They are also able to take college classes through GCC.
• Digital literacy as a skill is now part of their core instruction. Thanks to private donations, 66
laptops have been given (not loaned) out to students this year. They also collaborate with
Community Colleges to see what jobs are available. Their teachers are hard-working and
dedicated.
3. Lynne, could you tell us about the programs and services at the Jones ESL Center today and how
you might be seeing the needs of the community shift?
• There is an increasing demand for one-to-one tutors. We hold five Conversation Circles per
week (now via Zoom). State-funded classroom programs (of which the Jones program is not a
part) have narrowed their focus, which doesn’t help older students – so the Jones ESL program
is helping. There is an increased number of asylum seekers. There is also an increase in the
number of international research students (pre-COVID). Everyone is welcome here.
G. When we think about things like equity, inclusion, diversity, and accessibility at the Library we are
thinking about how do we mitigate any kind of barrier that would prevent anyone from accessing our
services. Those barriers may be literacy, language, or a physical barrier. What do you see as your
biggest barriers or challenges to providing services? Also, what does the Library mean to the
populations you serve?
1. Survival Center – There is a stigma around living with lower income and not having access to
healthy food; transportation access and language access are also critical barriers. The Library
provides access to bathrooms, computers, warmth during the winter and coolness during the
summer, kids toys, and books.
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2. Literacy Project – Students need a place to go to study; students need access to books. Rent is
high in Amherst; we feel the wonderful promise of being able to engage more fully with the Jones
Library.
3. Jones ESL Center – Remote instruction for language learning is difficult; having enough space for
one-to-one tutoring to occur all day is important; students need private spaces to be able to have
confidential conversations – so they feel free to make mistakes, which is a part of the language
learning process, while they learn. Shifting services to immigrants, and only immigrants, being
located in an auxiliary space sends the wrong message to immigrants – we want them to feel
welcome here in our community of Library patrons.
4. Public Comment
1. How many users?
i. Survival Center – pre-COVID: we served 6,000 people per year in about 42,000 visits per year;
post-COVID: more than 7,000 people per year is estimated.
ii. Literacy Project – 50-60 students per year I Amherst – classes are intentionally small.
iii. Jones ESL Center – approximately 200 students per year are served; and four Conversation
Circles, each with ten people, are occurring 52 weeks per year.
2. How do you advertise?
i. Survival Center – word of mouth; speaking engagements; bookmarks being distributed by the
Jones Library.
ii. Literacy Project – word of mouth; fliers distributed at schools; collaborations with the Survival
Center. The collaboration with the Library is very valuable.
iii. Jones ESL Center – word of mouth; referrals from other agencies.

5. Adjournment at 5:31pm
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The Jones Library, Inc.
Board of Trustees

Thursday, January 28, 2021
4:30-5:30pm; ZOOM

Meeting Minutes
Trustees Attending:
Also Present:

Austin Sarat, Lee Edwards, Tamson Ely, Alex Lefebvre, & Robert Pam
Andrea Bunker, Lauren Stara, Hank Allan, Sharon Sharry, and members of the public

1. Call to Order/Attendance at 4:30pm
2. Library Chats: MBLC Public Library Construction Program (Andrea Bunker, Lauren Stara)
A. Sharon introduced Lauren Stara and Andrea Bunker. Lauren and Andrea talked about their professional
experience.
B. The MBLC’s program is a “Whole Library Building Program.” What does this mean?
a. Grants are not given for small additions, repairs, or reconfigurations.
b. Applicants must be willing to re-imagine the entire facility.
C. What is the importance of the Building Program?
a. This is the back-bone of the project; the guiding document for the architect; lays out adjacencies
and needs for the community; community involvement is key; needs are assessed through usage
and trends in the field.
b. The MBLC does not dictate Building Program elements – if it did, the Jones would probably not
have an Atrium today - or building size.
c. The community creates the library they believe will serve their community for the next 20+ years;
the Program is written without regard to the existing structure.
d. Must decide what the library services needs are; then decide if those needs can be fulfilled within
the current structure, either in the current form or through an addition, or through re-location.
e. This document guides the entire process.
f. Program elements must be library services.
D. Size
a. The MBLC does not dictate size – the community does.
b. The MBLC asks all grant applicants to consider census population, service population, and nonresident usage when making decisions about size.
c. Have to go by Census population at a minimum; Amherst has sized its Library based on the
number of people using its Library today; the user group is important.
d. These decisions are made early-on in the process; if Amherst wants to look at these decisions
again, it will have to decline this grant, and re-apply in the future.
e. The MBLC is bound by the Grant program regulations; Amherst would need a reasonable
explanation to not include college students and non-residents as users of the Library.
f. A set of independent/impartial grant reviewers looked at and judged Amherst’s grant application
twice (once for Planning and Design, and once for the Construction Grant itself). The grant
application is the beginning of the process; the MBLC works closely with the applicant to make
sure the design is functional and efficient.
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E. Why not re-locate these three large Program elements (ESL program, Burnett Art Gallery, Special
Collections archive) in order to save money?
a. Historically, these three elements are core features of the Jones Library’s services; they are
important to the community; the community wants those elements to remain.
b. Having these cultural resources in the main Library lends itself to serendipity.
c. When you think about welcoming people to your community and having resources for them to
become integral members of the community, the Library is a wonderful dovetail of those
resources – it makes for a stronger community.
d. Locating these services in the Library makes sense because the staff is trained to care for the
collections, and help the community use them.
F. What parts of the design can’t be changed during Design Development?
a. The site; the size; and no fundamental Program elements can be eliminated.
b. Changes have to be approved by the MBLC, such as the layout.
c. The MBLC is looking to create functional, efficient, and flexible libraries.
d. The MBLC has very little to say about aesthetics.
e. The MBLC is thrilled to have sustainability measures added.
G. What at the experiences of other libraries across the state who have gone through this process?
a. Circulation and usage increases.
b. Programming increases because the libraries now have better spaces for activities.
c. Revitalization of that area of town – spending in town increases (e.g., Holyoke and Athol).
H. Next MBLC Grant Round
a. To be re-organized; to be much more competitive (i.e., there will be a very small wait-list).
b. Over 40 libraries have already indicated their interest in applying.
c. Possibly to occur in late 2020’s.
3. Public Comment
A. What would have happened to the square footage of the Jones had the Trustees chosen to be guided by
the census figure rather than the service population figure? It may have been somewhat smaller, but
the size is determined by the function and suite of services; there is no per-capita square footage
formula.
B. Can the Trustees “moth-ball” some rooms once the new Library opens, in the case of staffing shortages?
Once the Library opens, it is up to the Town to decide how it will operate. The building must be a free
public library for 20 years and the Town must agree to 38 assurances including: “When construction is
complete, the Town will make every effort to ensure sufficient funds will be available for effective
operation, staffing, and maintenance of the facility.”
C. The Jones Trustees recently approved a revised set of schematics after the MBLC’s Review Team placed
the condition that our Large Meeting Room be removed from the first floor; did the MBLC also approve
the newest set of schematics? The MBLC has seen several versions of the Jones’ schematics, but not the
most recent set. As long as the most recent set is in line with previous versions, the MBLC will be very
happy with the newest schematics.
D. The MBLC talks a lot about functionality, flexibility, and efficiency. Did the two Grant Review teams feel
that our design is functional, flexible, and efficient? Yes.
E. When will the Massachusetts Historical Commission (MHC) sign-off on the Library’s designs? The MBLC
requires notification only, but during Design Development, the Jones will submit another Project
Notification Form to the MHC. The MHC doesn’t want to see designs until they are fleshed-out; even
though the MHC normally only evaluates the exterior, they also want to see how the old and the new
interplay.
F. We appreciate the MBLC’s focus on flexibility in library design because having open spaces and good
sight lines helps to maintain staffing levels.
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G. By accepting the Grant, does the Town commit to maintaining staffing levels? The Town will be
committing to provide adequate staffing to operate the new building, whether that’s the same amount
of staff, fewer staff, or increased staff. Also, in order to stay certified for State Aid, the Town will have to
meet the Municipal Appropriation Requirement and the Open Hours Requirement.
H. Regarding the next Grant cycle, if we are awarded a Grant, will it take us another 7+ years to complete
the process? Once the Grant program is re-organized, the maximum amount of time for libraries at the
bottom of the (very small) wait-list will be 5 years. (The new Grant process will be more like the MSBA
process, streamlined, with only one grant application.)
I. If we hire a new Architect, will we be given extra time to complete Schematics and Design Development?
No.
4. Adjournment at 5:26pm
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Expansion & Renovation Project

Town Council Presentation
Monday, February 22, 2021
1
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Taxpayer Cost Comparison
Estimated
Total Cost

MBLC Grant

Library Trustee
Commitment

Estimated
Cost to Town

Expansion &
Renovation

$36,279,700

$13,871,314

$6,656,576

$15,751,810

Repair Option 1

$16,818,250

NA

NA

$16,818,250

Repair Option 2

$14,377,816

NA

NA

$14,377,816

Austin Sarat, President
Jones Library Board of Trustees
2

Agenda
•
•
•
•
•

Finances
The Project’s Story
Expansion & Renovation Project
Repair Options
Conclusion

Austin Sarat, President
Jones Library Board of Trustees
3

Finances
•
•
•
•

Capital Campaign
Historic Tax Credits
Endowment
Town Financing Plan

Currently the Picture Book Room

Kent Faerber, Chair
Capital Campaign Committee

The Campaign
for a
21st Century
Jones Library
GOALS

Kent Faerber, Chair
Capital Campaign Committee
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Source

Projected Amount

CPA Grant

$1,000,000

Foundations & Financial Institutions

$400,000

Other Governmental Grants

$650,000

Historic Tax Credits

$1,600,000

Community Campaign

$3,300,000

TOTAL

$6,950,000
5

The Campaign
for a
21st Century
Jones Library
RESULTS
as of 2-15-21

FR
Community Campaign
Number of
Commitments

1
$
300,000
1
$
150,000
1
$
100,000
3
$
25,000
1
$
20,000
1
$
15,000
1
$
10,000
15
$
5,000
1
$
2,500
1
$
1,000
Bequest Committed to Campaign

TOTAL
Kent Faerber, Chair
Capital Campaign Committee

Amount

Total
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

300,000
150,000
100,000
75,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
75,000
2,500
1,000
273,000

$ 1,021,500

31% of $3,300,300 Goal
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The Campaign
for a
21st Century
Jones Library
RESULTS

FR

Campaign for a 21st Century Jones Library
CPA Grant

$

1,000,000

Community Campaign

$

1,021,500

TOTAL

$ 2,021,500

as of 2-15-21

30% of $6,656,576 Goal
Kent Faerber, Chair
Capital Campaign Committee
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Historic Tax Credits
• Massachusetts Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit
• Massachusetts Historical Commission Review
• Secretary of the Interior’s Standards
• Qualified Rehabilitation Expenditures

Doug Kelleher, Principal
Epsilon Associates
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Historic Tax Credits

Pratt Memorial Library
Shelburne Falls

9

Historic Tax Credits

Gawith Hall, Clarke School for the Deaf
Northampton

10

Historic Tax Credits

Stockbridge Library, Museum & Archives
Stockbridge

11
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Endowment
• Fundraising Bridge
• Operating Budget

Robert Pam, Treasurer
JonesTechnical
Library Board
Currently
Servicesof Trustees
12

Town Financing
Plan
(Expansion &
Renovation)

FR

Sean Mangano,
Finance Director
Town of Amherst
13

Town Financing
Plan
(Repair Options)

FR

Sean Mangano
Finance Director
Town of Amherst
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The Project’s Story
• Repairs, Safety Concerns, & Lack of Space
• Timeline
• Adverse Effects on Staffing

Model of Original Jones

Austin Sarat, President
Jones Library Board of Trustees
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Sharon Sharry
16 Library
Library Director, Jones

FR

Sharon Sharry
17 Library
Library Director, Jones
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Adverse Effects on Staffing
• Safety & Accessibility
• Programs & Services
• Flow & Efficiency
Matt Berube
Head of Information Services
Jones Library

Currently the Adult Fiction Stacks
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Expansion &
Renovation
Project

FR

• Schematics
• Sustainability
• Future
Operations

Tony Hsiao, Principal Director of Design
Finegold Alexander Architects
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Schematics
• Site Plan
• Floor Plans
• Universal Access
• Timelines & Costs

Tony Hsiao, Principal Director of Design
Finegold Alexander Architects
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Site Plan

Tony Hsiao
Principal Director of Design
Finegold Alexander Architects
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Garden
Level

FR

Tony Hsiao
Principal Director of Design
Finegold Alexander Architects
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First
Floor

FR

Tony Hsiao
Principal Director of Design
Finegold Alexander Architects
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Second
Floor

FR

Tony Hsiao
Principal Director of Design
Finegold Alexander Architects
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Third
Floor

FR

Tony Hsiao
Principal Director of Design
Finegold Alexander Architects
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After:

Before:

Adult Collection

Tony Hsiao, Principal Director of Design
Finegold Alexander Architects
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After:

Before:

Young Adult Room

Tony Hsiao, Principal Director of Design
Finegold Alexander Architects
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Tony Hsiao, Principal Director of Design
Finegold Alexander Architects
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Tony Hsiao, Principal Director of Design
Finegold Alexander Architects
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Tony Hsiao, Principal Director of Design
Finegold Alexander Architects
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Sustainability

Alex Lefebvre
Currently
the Office
Jones Library
Board of Trustees
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Key Sustainability Features
100%

118,704 kg CO2eq

• Reduced EUI from 72.3 to 29
 More efficient/lower cost to operate
• Net zero-ready
• Low embodied carbon materials

Alex Lefebvre
Jones Library Board of Trustees

50%

0%
Steel (primary) Timber
Global Warming Potential

32

Whole
Building
Life Cycle
Analysis

Existing vs. Proposed Carbon Emissions Over 60 Years
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20,000,000

(Demolition
17,773)

15,000,000

10,000,000

5,000,000

0
kgCO2eq

Alex Lefebvre
Jones Library Board of Trustees

Existing Building
Operational

Renovation/Addition (ECMs & CLT)
New Construction

Demolition
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Future Operations
• Utilities
• Staffing & Automated Materials Handling

Sharon of
Sharry,
Library
Construction
Original
Jones Director
Jones Library
34
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Utilities

Current
Building

Building
Size

EUI

Energy
Gas Use Elec Use Gas Cost
Elec
Consumed (Therm) (kWh)
($)
Cost ($)

48,057

73.2

3,517,773

Expansion &
62,752
Renovation

29.12 1,814,959

20,667

N/A

Total
Cost

%
change
vs 2019

425,472 $20,398 $74,363 $94,760

531,783

N/A

$86,751 $86,751

-8%

Sharon Sharry, Library Director
Jones Library
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Staffing & Automated Materials Handling

Sharon Sharry, Library Director
Jones Library
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Repair Options
• Western Builders, Inc. Evaluation
• Accessibility Triggers

Inaccessible Stairs to Staff Kitchen

Aelan Tierney, Principal
Kuhn Riddle Architects
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Repair Options 1 & 2
• Accessibility Requirements
•
•
•
•
•

Existing Conditions Review
Inclusions & Exclusions
Interim Location & Debris Removal
Repair Option 1 (3 Phases)
Repair Option 2 (2 Phases)

Aelan Tierney, Principal
Kuhn Riddle Architects

Inaccessible Side Entry Foyer
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Repair Option 1 - Timeline & Cost
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Aelan Tierney, Principal
Kuhn Riddle Architects
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Repair Option 2 - Timeline & Cost
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Aelan Tierney, Principal
Kuhn Riddle Architects
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Jones Library
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Expansion & Renovation Project

https://www.joneslibrary.org/buildingproject
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